
Visit both Åkrefjell (1209 m) 
and Trommenatten (1176 m) 

during this high mountain hike.

The view is spectacular from 
the top of Trommenatten.
Photo by Lars Storheim

Turn page 

for map and description

2. Follow road. 
When the road 

ends, keep right 
onto trail. Follow 

the red poles. 

3. From this intersection, climb to the top of Åkrefjell and 
enjoy the view. Follow the same way back. Then, either return 
the same way home, or as described here, continue towards 

“Øyvatn / Hallingnatten”, following red poles. 

5. Now you can see the route to Trommenatten. 6. If you still got the power, we recommend visiting Trommenatten. From this point, you 
go to the top and back here. Afterwards, continue following red poles back to the car. 

4. After 1,5 km you reach the lake Øyvatn, which is good for fishing - or a swim. 
Here, take left. Continue following red poles. In the next intersection after 2 km, 
continue straight forward toward “Trommenatten”. This section is often very wet.

Distance       14.3 km*
Time (est.)    4-7 h*
Elevation      780 m
Marked trail
* back and forth

Round trip
to Åkrefjell and Trommenatten

Free detailed hike description

1. From parking, follow sign saying “Åkrefjell 4,5 km”. In the first intersections, keep left 
and follow the road over the top of the hill. For the first 2 km you follow gravel road. 

Towards Nesbyen
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Nystølkroken Café

Round trip
to Åkrefjell and Trommenatten

Starting point /parking: 
Follow instruction photos to navigate to the parking. You can also start 
this hike from Nystølkroken Café, 1 km north of the parking lot. From 
here, follow road or (wet) trail towards starting point. To navigate to 
parking lot using Google Maps: search for GX53+4Q. 

About this hike:
A varied hike on gravel road and natural trails. Starting out from a 
popular cottage area, the hike takes you from the birch forests and 
continues above the forest, revealing a great view. It is possible to visit 
two distinct peaks on this trip, Åkrefjell and Trommenatten. The lake 
Øyvatn invites for a swim along the way.

Between Øyvatn and the crossing towards Trommenatten the path 
crosses several marshes and is very wet. To avoid this party you can use 
an alternative path past Bardalshytta.

We recommend ending the trip with a visit to the cozy Nystølkroken 
Café.

Navigate to parking:

This hike description is made by Nesbyen Tourist Office for inspiration only. All 
hiking at your own responsibility. Bring a detailed map so that you know where 
you are at all time. All use of open fire is forbidden in or near forests and other 
outlying areas from 15 April to 15 September. Enjoy the Norwegian nature! 
Emergency telephones numbers in Norway
Fire: 110, Police: 112, Medical assistance: 113       info@nesbyen.no           +47 32070170

For detailed online map 
and more info, go to 

www.ut.no (also an App)
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1. From Nesbyen, 
follow Fv214 for 8 km. 2. Turn left. Continue 3 km.

3. Keep right. 
Pay road toll 

(20 NOK 
in cash). 
Continue 

4 km.

4. Keep right. Continue
1 km to parking. 
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